The wide bandwidths available at millimeter-wave (mmWave) frequencies have offered exciting potential to wireless communication systems and radar alike. Communication systems can offer higher rates and support more users with mmWave bands while radar systems can benefit from higher resolution captures. This leads to the possibility that portions of mmWave spectrum will be occupied by both communication and radar (e.g., 60 GHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band). This potential coexistence motivates the work of this paper, in which we present a design that can enable simultaneous, in-band operation of a communication system and radar system across the same mmWave frequencies. To enable such a feat, we mitigate the interference that would otherwise be incurred by leveraging the numerous antennas offered in mmWave communication systems. Dense antenna arrays allow us to avoid interference spatially, even with the hybrid beamforming constraints often imposed by mmWave communication systems. Simulation shows that our design sufficiently enables simultaneous, in-band coexistence of a mmWave radar and communication system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks like fifth generation (5G) cellular and IEEE 802.11ad have turned to millimeter-wave (mmWave) frequencies (e.g., 28, 37, 60 GHz) for next-generation wireless communication. While there exist significant challenges in operating at such high frequencies, the wide bandwidths available at mmWave are attractive for their potential in offering higher data rates and supporting more users [1] , [2] . The high path loss and directional nature of communication at mmWave enables densification of the network, providing higher network throughput in populated areas and enabling applications requiring extremely low latency [3] . In addition to its bandwidth and propagation characteristics, mmWave communication necessitates the use of dense antenna arrays to achieve sufficient link margin due to the severe path loss and poor diffraction.
In addition to communication systems, radar has also begun taking advantage of the wide bandwidths offered at mmWave frequencies. Automotive radar (77 GHz) and consumer applications (24 and 60 GHz) have introduced radar to many new areas beyond its ubiquitous use in defense, weather monitoring, and remote sensing.
As communication and radar systems begin to leverage mmWave frequencies, it is only with proper coordination or creative solutions that these systems can avoid interfering with one another. Strict spectrum allocation certainly has its place for orthogonalizing applications in the frequency domain. For example, 5G bands have been allocated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) at 28 and 37 GHz while automotive radar operates in its own 77 GHz band. Of course, the coexistence of these two is not of concern thanks to strict spectrum allocation.
We, however, consider the case when a mmWave radio and a mmWave radar attempt to operate within a single band (i.e., over the same frequencies). For instance, consider the 60 GHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band: a mmWave radio (e.g., IEEE 802.11ad) and a mmWave radar (e.g., [4] ). If these two devices operate in each other's presence, the interference incurred may be otherwise prohibitive, leaving one or both devices virtually inoperable.
While coordination via some flavor of frequency-division duplexing (FDD) may be a possible route to avoid this interference, restricting the bandwidth of the radar and communication system would defeat the point of having operated at mmWave for its wide bandwidths. Proper coordination between a radar and communication system may enable timedivision duplexing (TDD) to avoid interference, though this would introduce latency at each device and would be quite difficult to implement practically.
In this paper, we propose a design to enable simultaneous operation of a mmWave radar and a mmWave communication system. This means that radar operation and radio communication will be able to operate at the same time and over the same frequencies while in the presence of one another. In fact, our design is specifically for the case when a radio and radar are colocated. Rather than using time or frequency to orthogonalize the devices, we instead choose to separate in space. Leveraging multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication techniques will allow the radar to operate free from interference during a radio's transmission. Likewise, during reception by the radio, the radar's interference will be mitigated. We present our design along with simulation results that indicates that our work has promise in enabling in-band coexistence of mmWave communication and radar.
Notation: We use bold uppercase, A, to represent matrices and bold lowercase, a, to represent column vectors. We use (·) * , · F , and E [·] to represent conjugate transpose, Frobenius norm, and expectation, respectively. We use [A] i,j to denote the element in the ith row and jth column of A. We use [A] i,: and [A] :,j to denote the ith row and jth column of A. We use N C (m, R) as a multivariate circularly symmetric complex Normal distribution with mean m and covariance R. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the systems shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b . In the scenario depicted in Fig. 1a , a mmWave radar r is observing the scene while a mmWave radio i transmits to another mmWave radio j. We assume radar r and radio i are colocated and that radio j is relatively distanced from the two. By design, we assume transmissions made by the radar and by radio i are simultaneous and over the same frequencies. As i transmits to j, a portion of its transmit signal couples into the receiver of the radar.
In the scenario depicted in Fig. 1b , a mmWave radar r is observing the scene while a mmWave radio i receives from another mmWave radio j. We again assume radar r and radio i are colocated and that radio k is relatively distanced from the two. Again, by design, we assume transmissions made by the radar and by radio k are simultaneous and over the same frequencies. As i receives from k, a portion of the radar's transmit signal couples into the receiver of i.
Our proposed design in Section III seeks to mitigate the interference incurred in both scenarios to enable simultaneous in-band operation of the mmWave radio i and the mmWave radar r. We remark that radios j and k can be separate devices or can comprise a single device with transmit/receive capability (i.e., j and k are the same device), though we consider the general case that they are separate devices.
We assume that the radar and radios are all operating over the same band of frequencies (i.e., in-band). We assume the two scenarios depicted in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b are duplexed using TDD. During a given scenario, however, radar and radio operation are simultaneous (i.e., using the same timefrequency resource).
In traditional communication and radar systems, it is often impossible to coexist in the fashion we have described due to the incurred interference. The received interference at the radar and at radio i would likely be prohibitively strong, degrading the fidelity of a desired receive signal and potentially making successful reception virtually impossible. A common solution to avoid this interference is to impose strict spectrum allocation of radar operation and mmWave communication, separating the two in the frequency domain. Radar and communication could also be duplexed in time, though this is much more difficult to implement. While strict spectrum allocation is certainly a solution to mitigate interference, it comes at the cost of spectrum usage (i.e., bandwidth). We instead suggest that, with our design, radio and radar operation can operate simultaneously while sharing the same band. If successful, such a scheme would certainly be more favorable, especially in crowded regimes of spectrum.
A. Modeling the Radar
We assume the mmWave radar has an array of N (r) t transmit antennas and N (r) r receive antennas. We acknowledge that MIMO radar techniques can be used to take advantage of transmit and receive diversity and that it may be the case that only one transmit antenna is active at a time via duplexing transmission from each antenna sequentially in time (i.e., antenna selection). We remark that our model and design comply with such a technique with the appropriate considerations. We further acknowledge that transmit and/or receive beamforming may be used by the radar. Our design is not reliant on specific (if any) beamforming used by the radar. In fact, our design could potentially be enhanced if we assume the radar performs transmit and/or receive beamforming.
B. Modeling the Radar Channel
The scene that the radar is observing we term the "radar channel". We model the N t radar channel H rr as the combination of reflections from N p point targets in the scene based on the model in (1) [5] . Associated with the pth point target reflection is the small-scale gain β p capturing the target's radar cross section (RCS), the round-trip delay of the reflection τ p , the angle of departure (AoD) φ p from the radar's transmit array to the target, and the angle of arrival (AoA) θ p Baseband Precoder RF Precoder from the point target to the radar's receive array. The outer product a r,rad (θ p )a * t,rad (φ p ) captures the array response of the radar for the AoD and AoA.
We remark that while the scene is likely comprised of continuous/smooth reflectors, we can discretize the cumulative reflection into the combination of numerous point reflections.
The large-scale gain of the radar channel is captured in an signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) term that we will formalize shortly.
C. Modeling the Radios
As is common in mmWave MIMO communication, we assume all radios employ hybrid analog/digital beamforming where MIMO precoding and combining are each accomplished using a baseband stage and a radio frequency (RF) stage as shown in Fig. 2 . Specifically, we assume fully-connected hybrid beamforming is used and that the RF beamformer has phase control but lacks amplitude control [2] .
In the following definitions, let m ∈ {i, j, k} represent the index of a radio in our system. Let N RF be the baseband combining matrix and RF combining matrix used for reception by radio m. To save on cost, power, and complexity, we assume (as is common) that the entries of F be the N s × 1 symbol vectors intended for radio m, where we have assumed N s symbol streams are being sent on both communication links (from i to j and from k to i). Let s (m) have zero mean and E s (m) s * (m) = 1 Ns I. We impose the following uniform power allocation across streams. To do this, we normalize the baseband precoder for each stream such that
which ensures that
D. Modeling the Communication Channels
Let
channel matrix from radio k to radio i. We employ the ray/cluster (Saleh-Valenzuela) mmWave channel representation shown in (4) to model both of these channels. In this model, mmWave propagation is captured as a sum of discrete rays. An N r × N t channel is a sum of the contributions from N clust scattering clusters, each of which contributes N rays propagation paths [6] .
In (4), a r (θ u,v ) and a t (φ u,v ) are the antenna array responses at the receiving radio and transmitting radio, respectively, for ray v within cluster u which has some AoA, θ u,v , and AoD, φ u,v . Each ray has gain β u,v ∼ N C (0, 1). The normalization outside the summations ensures that E H 2 F = N t N r .
E. Modeling the Interference Channels
As shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b , there are two interference channels: one when transmitting from i and one when receiving from i. When radio i is transmitting to radio j, a portion of its transmitted energy is reflected back to the radar's receiver by the scene. This received interference is combined with the reflected radar signal, corrupting the radar's observation of the scene, potentially introducing estimation or detection errors. We refer this interference channel from the transmitter at i to the radar as
Similarly, there exists an interference channel between the radar's transmitter to the receiver of i that corrupts the signal being received from k by i. We refer to this channel as H ri ∈
. To model both of these channels we use the radar channel model as shown in (1).
F. MIMO Formulation
Let n (m) ∼ N C (0, R n ) be a noise vector received by the receive array at radio m ∈ {i, j, k}, where we assumed a common noise covariance matrix R n = σ 2 I across nodes. For m, n ∈ {i, j, k, r}, we define the SNR from m to n as
where P (m) tx is the transmit power amplifier gain at m and G 2 mn is the large-scale power gain of the propagation from m to n.
With these definitions, we can assemble the following formulations describing the received symbols at the receivers at j and i. The received symbol at j iŝ
whereas the received symbol at i iŝ
Note that we have captured the interference at i by the radar r as P
represents the radar's effective precoding (e.g., antenna selection or beamforming) and its "transmitted symbols" which we model in the same way as s (m) . More explicitly, only the portion of the radar's transmit signal that corrupts the sampled receive signal at the receiver of i are of concern, and thus, we abstract out the actual radar's waveform. In fact, our design is completely agnostic to the actual radar waveform-we merely rely on knowledge of the radar's estimate of the scene.
G. Remarks
All channels are MIMO channels, meaning they are captured as matrices. Furthermore, we assume they are all frequency-flat. We remark that we can accommodate frequency-selectivity by designing on a per subcarrier basis similar to that in [7] . Considering frequency-flat channels will simplify our exposition. As indicated by (6) and (7), we do not consider inter-user interference between radios i, j, and k-supported by high path loss and directivity at mmWave.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
We now present a design that seeks to mitigate the interference introduced by the channels H ir and H ri . The first stage of our design seeks to mitigate the interference imposed by the transmitter at i onto the radar via H ir . The second stage of our design seeks to mitigate the interference imposed by the radar's transmitter onto the receiver at i via H ri . To mitigate these sources of interference, we leverage the antenna arrays used at the transmitter and receiver of i.
A. Interference Channel Knowledge
We make the important assumption in our design that radar r and radio i are colocated and are cooperative to the following extent. Being colocated-more specifically, having the two transmitters of the radar and radio i colocated and the two receivers of the radar and radio i colocated-allows us to make the following assumptions. It is the goal of the radar to observe the scene, effectively estimating H rr . Using the observation of the scene, AoD and AoA can be estimated using MIMO radar principles. This AoD and AoA information, along with the estimated gain along those directions, allows us to estimate the interference channels. Knowing the array response of the radio i and of the radar's receiver, the channels H ir and H ri can be synthesized as according to (4) . For our design, we assume perfect estimation of H ir and H ri using this method which is passed to radio i, allowing us to design on full channel state information (CSI) of the interference channels. We also assume SNR ir ∝ SNR ri ≈ SNR rr , which are all three roughly equivalent up to a scaling based on the transmit power disparity between the radar and i as indicated by (5) .
B. Beamtraining Phase
In practical mmWave communication systems, there are significant challenges associated with establishing a link between two devices given the path loss faced at mmWave frequencies.
While beamforming transmission and reception with dense antenna arrays can provide sufficient link margin, the steering direction is initially unknown to both parties. This has introduced the concept of beamtraining [2] where establishing or maintaining a link between two mmWave radios is done so via a beamspace search. In this search, the two radios of a given link perform a sweep through space measuring the received power for different pairs of beamformers. After sufficient measurements have been made, the parties agree on a pair of RF beamformers that offer sufficient link margin for communication, upon which further precoding and combining can be done in baseband using the effective channel as seen through the RF beamformers.
In our design, we assume beamtraining has been performed, though we don't rely on a particular beamtraining strategy. Having undergone beamtraining, the RF beamformers are set at all radios. We fix F RF to those determined during beamtraining. Having fixed the RF beamformers at a all radios, we assume perfect channel estimation can be done on the relatively small channels seen by the baseband beamformers. Channels that were once of dimension N r × N t , for example, are reduced to L r × L t -a much smaller value at mmWave where the number of antennas is large, but the number of RF chains is small. These reduced communication channels are now
which we assume are fully known at both ends of their respective links.
C. Mitigating Interference onto the Radar
Having performed beamtraining, we now consider the case shown in Fig. 1a when radio i is transmitting while radar r is observing the scene. In other words, we consider the TDD time slot corresponding to transmission from i to j. We set the baseband combiner at j as the left singular vectors corresponding to the N s strongest singular values upon taking the singular value decomposition (SVD)
where Σ ij has decreasing singular values along its diagonal. Explicitly, we assign the combiner as The channel H ir from the transmitter of i to the radar's receiver introduces undesired interference, potentially corrupting the radar's observations of the scene. Similarly, having fixed the RF beamformer at the transmitter of i, we can consider the effective interference channel
which can be computed since we have knowledge of H ir and of our choice of F (i)
RF .
We now seek to design the baseband precoder F (i) BB to transmit into a desired channelH ij while avoiding pushing interference ontoH ir . This naturally motivates a linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) solution, which we write as (13), commonly referred to as a regularized zero forcing (RZF) transmitter. Upon normalizing our precoders according to our power constraint, our design for this scenario is complete.
D. Mitigating Interference onto the Receiver at i
We now consider the case shown in Fig. 1b when radio i is receiving while radar r is observing the scene. In other words, we consider the TDD time slot corresponding to transmission from k to i. We set the baseband precoder at k as the right singular vectors corresponding to the N s strongest singular values upon taking the SVD
where Σ ki has decreasing singular values along its diagonal. Explicitly, we assign the precoder as 
The channel H ri from the transmitter of the radar to the receiver of i introduces undesired interference to, potentially corrupting the radio's reception from k. Having fixed the RF beamformer at the receiver of i following beamtraining, we can consider the effective interference channel
which can be computed since we have knowledge of H ri and of our choice of W (i) RF . We now seek to design the baseband combiner W (i) BB to receive from the desired channelH ki while avoiding receiving interference fromH ri . This again motivates a LMMSE solution, which we write as (17). Upon normalizing our precoders according to our power constraint, our design for this scenario is complete.
E. Remarks
We would like to point out that our design is relatively agnostic of the type of radar being used; only operation of radio i is altered with our design. We do make the important point that our design hinges on having sufficient dimensions in the effective channels for avoiding interference. For this reason, increasing the number of RF chains at the transmitter or receiver of i will improve interference mitigation. Alternatively, a reduction in the number of transmit and receive antennas at the radar would also improve our design's ability to avoid interference. To completely mitigate interference during transmission of N s data streams, we require at least L To evaluate our design we simulated the scenario using the following parameters in a Monte Carlo simulation. We use uniform linear arrays (ULAs) for all arrays where the number of transmit antennas and receive antennas is 32 at all radios. We use 3 transmit antennas and 4 receive antennas at the radar, based on the Texas Instruments (TI) IWR6843 60 GHz radar [4] . We let the number of RF chains at the receiver of j and the transmitter of k to be 2. We let the number of RF chains at the transmitter and receiver of i to be L (i) t = L (i) r = 8. We transmit N s = 2 streams on both communication links. The radar channel H rr is populated with N p = 600 point targets uniformly distributed in azimuth and in range (up to 100 meters). The communication channels are statistically equivalent, each taking a random number of clusters from [1, 6] and a random number of rays per cluster [1, 10] . We let SNR ij = SNR ki for simplicity of interpreting results. We let SNR rr = 40 dB (e.g., consider a noise floor of −80 dBm and the average reflected power to be −40 dBm). During beamtraining for each channel, we take the strongest beam pairs from a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) codebook. We assume equal transmit power at the radar and radios.
A. Performance on the Communication Links
Our primary metric in evaluating performance on the communication links is spectral efficiency (we omit explicit spectral efficiency expressions due to space constraints). Let R ij and R ki be the spectral efficiencies on the links from i to j and from k to i, respectively. Given our system model and assumptions, the optimal transmit strategy ignoring interference is transmitting and receiving along the right and left singular vectors corresponding to the strongest N s singular values of the communication channels H ij and H ki . The sum spectral efficiency under such a scheme is shown in Fig. 3 , which serves as a baseline for evaluating our design. The closer our design approaches this ideal sum spectral efficiency, the better. Our design does quite well considering it mitigates a significant portion of the interference it would otherwise introduce. The spectral efficiency achieved in both links are well balanced as shown in Fig. 3 . This is expected given the design of the two scenarios are nearly duals of one another; the primary difference is in the number of transmit and receive antennas at the radar.
B. Performance at the Radar
We use the definition of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) in (18) as a proxy for performance radar performance.
Noise and desired signal power being fixed, SIR rr quantifies solely the interference incurred at the radar due to transmission from radio i. Recall that our design tailored F (i) BB to avoid this interference by trading off ideal transmission to j for interference mitigation.
The cumulative density function (CDF) of SIR rr can be seen in Fig. 4 . The CDF shown is over 250 iterations from SNR ij = SNR ki ∈ {−40, −30, −20, −10, 0, 10} dB. It is clear from Fig. 4 achieves this, netting SIR rr values that are above 30 dB over 90% of the time. Keep in mind that this performance is achieved all the while i transmits to j with the spectral efficiency exhibited in Fig. 3 . When our design is not used and the presence of the radar is ignored, we can see that the interference is quite strong, as shown in black in Fig. 4 . In such a case, the interference that is coupled into the radar's receiver is clearly overwhelming. We remark that our definition of SIR abstracts out the transmit power of i Fig. 4 . CDF of the SIR of the radar's desired receive signal when using our design (red) as compared to without (black). and of the radar, meaning these curves could shift left or right depending on the transmit power disparity between the radar and radio i. The gap between the two would shrink when the radar has a higher transmit power than radio i and would widen in the reverse case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a beamforming design that mitigates interference encountered when a colocated mmWave radio and mmWave radar operate simultaneously and in-band. Interference that would be otherwise prohibitive is mitigated by MIMO precoding and combining strategies. Simulation indicates that our design sufficiently mitigates interference in transmit and receive scenarios, leaving radar and radio operation unaffected by simultaneous, in-band operation.
